. ' , ' ! In a recent article, a comparison haa been made betwen the theoretical and' experimental levels of the ion k4~+. subst1 tuted for La 3 + in LaCl;. 1 Good agreement is obtained for all the levels of the ground multiplet, 7 F ; and for three higher level a for wh1ch J l1li 2 (twice) and J l1li 6. There is, however I no experimental evidence tor the transition 7Fo ~ 5 Dl , Which should lie at -1 17500 ~ • The absence of this expected band forma the subject of this note.
There are two alternative explanations. Either the calculation is inadequate, and there is in fact no level in the viCinity of 17500 em-l above 7F oj or else the transition probability for 7'1 0 ~ 5 D1 is exceptionally small.,
The good agreement between experiment and theory that haa been obtained for 
